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My Strange Dream
1. Family Member - Aunt Brother
2. Plural Occupation
3. Country
4. Animal (Plural)
5. Man Or Woman
6. Noun
7. Body Of Water - Ocean River Pond
8. Same Family Member
9. Color
10. Material
11. Verb Ending In Ing
12. Animal (Plural)
13. Adjective
14. Adverb
15. Same Plural Animal As Last
16. Color
17. Noun - Plural
18. Adjective
19. Adjective
20. Single Piece Of Clothing
21. Plural Clothing
22. Plural Clothing
23. Color

24. Noun
25. Verb
26. Same Verb
27. Verb Plus Ed
28. Noun
29. Liquid
30. Body Part
31. Noun
32. Noun
33. Time Of Day - Evening Morning
34. Country
35. Noun
36. Color
37. Animal
38. Persons Name
39. Adjective

My Strange Dream
My dream started off with my

We were doing our job when a group of flying
stole a

riding a

man or woman

and I as

family member - aunt brother

Noun

in the street and flew off into the golden

. My

same family member

color

material

road when a heard of

verb ending in ING

Adjective

find the person who was taken. We got off our

same plural animal as last

Adjective

,

clothing

sand, cactus's and

and a large talking
same verb

body of

waterfall ahead.

, we could not

Adverb

and suddenly we were in a hot dessert

. This was

Noun - Plural

came toward

Animal (plural)

, we were very

Adjective

at this point. Even our outfits changed, I was no longer wearing a cowboy
and knee-high

plural clothing

for our lives. We looked at each other and

single piece of

. The clouds suddenly turned

plural clothing

appeared in the sky that told us to

Noun

. In fact, it told us to

verb

verb plus ED

color

straight for a small

Noun

that we saw from a distance. There, we found the person who was taken, laying in a puddle of

liquid

. We each took a

body part

and dragged the body to a sand-

person finally woke up. All three of us fell asleep on a piece of
we were in

morning

Animal

Adjective

called

country

on a

persons name

, I didn't want it to end.

.

and I had to rescue him somehow so we followed the

us. We both hopped on one and headed for the

color

country

came amunst the towns people, one of them

Animal (plural)

water - ocean river pond

surrounded by

in

plural occupation

Noun

Noun

floating down a

and by
color

Noun

where the
time of day - evening

river with a talking

. Then I woke up and although I thought my dream was really
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